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Introduction

As set out in the Description of Work, dedicated activities were and are performed over the course of the project and beyond to disseminate the results generated by NETfficient.

One of the main dissemination activities consists in the presentation of project related results at events attracting not only researchers in relevant scientific fields but also potential industrial partners.

Two months before the project end, the NETfficient partners organized a final event as part of European Utility Week (EUW) in Vienna, Austria from 6\textsuperscript{th}-8\textsuperscript{th} November.

The purpose of this report is to summarise NETfficient’s main objectives for participating in EUW2018, to give an overview of NETfficient’s presence at the event as well as to describe promotional activities before, during and after the event.

SEZ as Task leader of T6.8, as well as WP 6 leader was responsible for the organization of the final event. During the event, other partners also contributed to NETfficient’s presence at EUW with exhibiting hardware or software at the NETfficient stand and giving presentations. These contributions were coordinated and supported by SEZ as well.
1. NETfficient’s Objectives for its Final Project Event

The main aim of NETfficient’s participation in EUW2018 is to disseminate the project’s main results and lessons learnt. In order to reach a broad, international public the event was organised as part of a big international event. To increase the dissemination impact of NETfficient’s final event it was important, that the event included targeted audiences like utilities, suppliers of utilities or policy makers.

Besides the overall promotion of the project and its main achievements, another aim was to strengthen the exploitation of each partner’s individual products and technologies by presenting them to a broad public. Above that, the NETfficient final event should be an opportunity to improve the partner’s network with relevant stakeholders or companies. Sharing and transferring knowledge with project partners from similar EU-funded projects would be beneficial as well.

The NETfficient consortium decided during the M36 Steering Committee meeting that the Utility Week would provide a suitable environment for presenting NETfficient results to the public, as it would provide the right type of audience.


Every year key players in the field of smart energy meet at European Utility Week (EUW) to discuss latest trends, innovative products and future challenges in the field of the smart energy. The first event was launched by the Clarion Events in 2013 with the aim to “aid the industry as they work on long-term strategies and provide them with inspirational high-level content and effective networking opportunities to achieve one of the biggest industry transitions in history.”

In 2018 EUW took place in Vienna, Austria from 6th-9th November and attracted over 12,000 smart energy visitors from around 100 countries. Over 650 international exhibitors showed their products and solutions including digital technologies, distributed energy, AI, IoT connectivity, smart grids, cyber security, energy trading, smart buildings and much more. Besides the exhibition EUW organised a two-day summit conference bringing together over 1,500 high level delegates taking in quality content from over 150 expert industry speakers. “The internet of Energy” as well as a consumer centric energy market had been the main topics discussed during the conference.

More specifically, the EUW2018 offered the following possibilities to its exhibitors:

- Meet over 500+ utilities and grid operators who come to do business
- Expose your brand to over 12,000 visitors during the 3-day event
- Gain exposure to the experts and decision makers from within the industry
- Take advantage of the many business opportunities during the event from referrals to partnerships or demo
- Expand your industry knowledge and talk to your utility peers who may have a different perspective on the industry
- Maximise the opportunity to learn from your peers and their experiences within the industry
- Get noticed and build upon your own reputation within the industry
- Our extensive exhibitor packages offer year-round digital promotional opportunities including free invitation
- Host face-to-face meetings throughout 3-days
- Showcase your brand to your target audience and stand out amongst your competitors

---

1 https://www.european-utility-week.com/what-is-euw#/ 
2 https://www.european-utility-week.com/event-updates#/
All in all, EUW is a platform for business, innovation, networking and information and is seen by the industry as their terrain. During the three day event strategies and business cooperation are worked out to help drive efficiencies in meeting their sustainable development goals.

3. NETfficient Presence at EUW

During EUW NETfficient was present as an exhibitor with a $12m^2$ premium-stand. Furthermore, the project partners contributed to the conference programme by giving presentations and taking part in panel discussions in 4 different sessions.

3.1 Initial Negotiations

After the decision was made to organise the NETfficient final event within EUW2018 during the M36 SC meeting, the planning of NETfficient’s presence at the trade fair started, with extensive negotiation for an appropriate representation of the project taking place mostly in February 2018. A suitable stand near both the premium lounge and the EU-Project zone could be secured fairly soon.

Obtaining speaker slots proved far more difficult for the following reasons:

- Only C-level speakers were allowed as speakers in the summit conference, which formed part of the event, which carried an entry fee of 1.500 EUR.
- Only non-profit C-level speakers where allowed to speak without a fee, for-profit speakers were expected to pay a fee, as it offered them the opportunity of extra publicity for their company.

These restrictions proofed tricky for NETfficient, as it was mostly industry-partners who would have been able to represent the technologies developed in NETfficient well. In the end a very good Speaker could be secured in Prof. Christof Wittwer, who works for the NETfficient Partner Fraunhofer ISE, on the one hand and Dr. Alicia Arce of Fundation Ayesa on the other. The good working relationship established with the organisers led later to opportunities for other project partners to speak as well see Section 3.4.

3.2 NETfficient Stand at EUW

In order to raise visibility to the project’s result by showcasing hard-and software developed within NETfficient the consortium decided early on to book a stand at EUW. In order to ease the process of organising logistics from a distance for the setting-up and taking-down the exhibition booth, saving costs and still benefit from a professional design, a Premium stand was booked. The Premium Package includes the whole stand design (use of own CI possible) as well as the build-up/break-down of the booth. Thus, a ready-to-use stand was delivered when the NETfficient team arrived to the event.

The standard offer for the $12m^2$ premium exhibition stand comprised of:

- 2.5 meter high walls covered with foil in one the standard colours on the EUW-colour chart
- A 2.5 meter wide 4.0 meter high white eye catcher with the logo
- A 42inch LCD screen.
- Image branding is promoted through a full colour print (2.0 meter wide x 2.5 meter high), organised, printed and mounted by the EUW’s stand builder partner
- 1x white high table with 4 stools
- 1 x low white round table with 4 x white chairs

Based on the technical drawing for the standard layout above further planning of the stand design were made, to meet NETfficient’s specific requirements as described in the following.

3.2.1 Stand design
Since the Premium Stand design includes a full colour print, SEZ has developed a poster showing the main objectives and approach of the project as well as some images from the NETfficient technologies implemented on Borkum. Based on SEZ’s draft, a professional graphic agency has set up the below graphic file.
Based on NETfficient’s CI, orange was chosen as carpet colour of the stand.

![Figure 3: Carpet colour options](image-url)
The build-up of the booth was completely handled by the official Stand Builder of EUW. The image below shows the NETfficient booth, as it was delivered by the stand builder.

Figure 5: NETfficient Premium Stand

Figure 4: Final design of NETfficient stand
3.2.2 Exhibited Hard- and Software:

In order to demonstrate the technologies and products developed within NETfficient exhibits were required. Project partners were invited to exhibit their products in order to raise special attention to their technologies and role in NETfficient.

The following partners exhibited their products at the NETfficient booth and had been present at EUW as well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ayesa</td>
<td>Live Demonstration of Energy Management Platform via a Monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraunhofer ISE</td>
<td>Power stack of a modular storage inverter with watercooled SiC-MOSFETs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerTech System</td>
<td>Lithium-Ion battery mock up in a small rack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneider Electric</td>
<td>Poster visualising the hardware components (Wiser for KNX, implemented KNX devices) to show the functions which were implemented by Schneider Electric</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following the systems prescribed by the EUW2018 organisers, SEZ organised the logistics of getting all exhibits to the stand in time. With the different exhibits at the stand NETfficient’s achievement during the four year project could be demonstrated perfectly. Stand visitors appreciated the live demonstration of the products and especially have been highly interested in the Energy Management Platform and Lithium-Ion batteries.
3.2.3 Promotional Material

Besides the customised and CI-based designed exhibition stand, additional promotional material was developed in order to strengthen NETfficient’s visibility at EUW.

NETfficient flyers have been printed ahead and were given to all stand visitors. Additionally flyers were handed out during presentations given by the NETfficient partners. As give-aways, portable USB fans with the NETfficient logo printed on have been designed. Above that, fact sheets describing the different technologies developed within NETfficient were provided at the stand. Also the factsheets are made available online on the project website.

![NETfficient promotional material](image1)

![NETfficient Fact Sheets](image2)

3.2.4 Floor plan and Networking

The NETfficient stand was located in Hall B with the stand number B.n60. The location of the stand was in many different ways of advantage:

- Corner booth – allowing to access the stand form two sides
- Located directly opposite the EU project zone allowing good networking to other EU projects
- Located close to the “Energy Revolution” and “Energy Markets” Hub which attracted many visitors to Hall B

![Extract from EUW Floor plan](image3)
3.3 The Experience at the Stand

Many visitors stopped by at the NETfficient-Stand, attracted by large visuals, moving images and the life-sized hardware of battery storage units – a rarity at the event.

The give-aways have been a great success, since they attracted visitors to the booth and served as a first contact for further discussions on NETfficient or energy storage.

The NETfficient project video was also shown on the screen at the NETfficient stand alternating with the demonstration of the Energy Management Platform. Key elements of the film are a project summary and sequences of the island with its main demonstration locations providing a vivid image of NETfficient’s activities.

Figure 9: NETfficient video

Visitors could receive information about the technologies that had not been exhibited via the fact sheets. Each fact sheet contains contact details of the partner responsible for the corresponding technology which guarantees a follow up.

During EUW2018 the NETfficient team started to promote the NETfficient handbook to be released beginning of January. The NETfficient-Handbook will present key results with particular emphasis on integration of small-scale storage technologies into the grid, by connecting them to a management platform and further, will provide information to facilitate market uptake. Stand visitors were invited to leave their business card at the NETfficient stand in order to receive a free copy of the handbook. Around 15 visitors had shown major interest in pre-ordering the handbook and left their business card with the NETfficient team.

During the three day event at least 2 persons from the NETfficient team had been present at the stand, in order to talk with visitors about the main outcomes of the project or general topics like energy storage or solutions for the energy transition. Before the event, a stand rota was prepared, guaranteeing that the NETfficient booth was staffed the whole time and also time for visiting other stands or presentations at EUW was allowed.

Especially for the partners exhibiting their products at the NETfficient booth EUW was successful, since the partners benefited from the opportunity to improve their network for future projects and forge relationships for future commercial activities in different European or Asian markets.
NETfficient was not only present with an exhibition booth at EUW, but also contributed to the conference programme by giving presentations and taking part in panel discussions in 4 different sessions.

The project partners contributed to the Summit Conference Programme, bringing together C-level experts and innovative thinkers within the energy world. The presentation by Prof. Dr. Christof Wittwer from Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems introduced the project as a whole with a focus on integration of storage into local grids and markets. He later gave a presentation together with Alicia Arce from Ayesa with the main focus on techno-economic optimization.

Juan Echevarría Cuenca from the city of Santander shared experiences as a follower partner of NETfficient and further recommended NETfficient technologies for implementing them in other environments. Among these applications was e.g. the Energy Management Platform serving as a control and monitoring software for different storage technologies.

The final highlight of NETfficient’s presence at EUW was a project presentation of NETfficient in the EU Project Zone in the session: “H2020 Smart Grids and storage project presentations” on the last day of the trade fair. Andrea Immendörfer from Steinbeis-Europa-Zentrum gave a general overview of the project, its objectives and main results whereas Fernando Usero Fuentes from Ayesa presented the innovative solutions embedded in the Energy Management Platform developed in NETfficient. The presentation of SEZ and Ayesa in the EU Project Zone was made available online for download on the INEA website.

The table below summarises NETfficient’s contribution to the EUW programme.
### Table 1: NETfficient presentations at EUW

All NETfficient presentations had been visited by an interested audience raising more awareness to the project’s main results and its participating partners. A significant increase of the number of visitors after an NETfficient presentation at one of the Hub sessions or during the Summit conference could clearly be observed.
4. Promoting NETfficient’s Final Event

NETfficient’s final event was promoted via different communication channels before, during and after EUW2018. The existing NETfficient communication tools, such as the project website and Social Media channels had been of great use to share information about the event and promote it within NETfficient’s network and above.

4.1 Cooperation with EUW

EUW provided a very helpful communication tool to all exhibitors. This tool kit included e.g.:

- Short tutorial videos on how to better engage the community on social media
- Time line with different steps and tips on how to communicate which content related to the presence at EUW
- E-Mail signatures, Banner, Graphics for using on different Social Media channels. All files could be customised with the booth number and the exhibitor’s name.

Figure 13: Banner provided by EUW18 for communication activities
On Social Media EUW2018 has been very active and also engaged actively on posts on Twitter, Facebook or LinkedIn. Thanks to EUW retweeting and commenting post of the NETfficient project, the project’s visibility increased. In fact, NETfficient’s lively activities promoting the EUW on its own channels was noted positively by the organisers.

![Figure 14: Example of EUW Retweets](image)

All exhibitors of EUW2018 had been listed on the official EUW2018 event website in the exhibitor list. By clicking on the exhibitor’s logo further information about NETfficient, such as a project description as well as contact details were visible. The information provided could have been edited by each exhibitor individually.

![Figure 15: EUW18 Exhibitor list: https://www.european-utility-week.com/exhibitors-2018#](image)

NETfficient was not only visible in the exhibitor list but also in the speakers’ list that was made available on the EUW event website. All speakers were listed alphabetically including a short CV as well as a schedule of the sessions they have participated in. This visibility was not only beneficial for the NETfficient project but also for the individual partners contributing to the programme.
4.2 Project Website & Partner’s Network

The NETfficient final conference was of course announced on the NETfficient project website on the moving banner of the homepage and with a dedicated post in the section “Project News”. Besides details about EUW2018 an overview of the NETfficient presentations was presented. Above that, the final event was shared at project’s partner websites (e.g. SEZ) and their networks. Further all partners have received a registration link for EUW to share within their partners and invite clients.

After attending EUW2018 a summarising blog post about the trade fair and NETfficient’s contribution to it was shared on the project website as well.

Figure 16: Speakers’ list: https://www.european-utility-week.com/programme/speakers?&azletter=A&searchgroup=585C22BB-speakers

Figure 17: Event Post on NETfficient website: http://netfficient-project.eu/european-utility-week-programme/

Figure 18: Event Post on SEZ Website: https://www.steinbeis-europa.de/news-events/veranstaltungen/65/2094/v/vernetzte-energiespeicher-fuer-die-energiewende-netfficient-abschlusskonferenz.html
NETfficient final project event at European Utility Week 2018

Over the past four years 13 partners have demonstrated and deployed local storage technologies in a real electrical grid on Borkum Island within the EU-funded project NETfficient. From 6th-8th November, the EU-project hosted its final project event during European Utility Week in Vienna, Austria.

With over 12,000 visitors in the field of smart energy, the European Utility Week (EUW) was the perfect setting to present the main results of the EU-project NETfficient with a dedicated exhibition booth. Furthermore, the project partners contributed to the conference programme by giving presentations and taking part in panel discussions in 4 different sessions.

NETfficient contributed to the Summit Conference Programme, bringing together C-level experts and innovative thinkers within the energy world. The presentation by Prof. Christof Wittwer from Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems introduced the project as a whole with a focus on integration of storage into local grids and markets. He later gave a presentation together with Alicia Arce from Ayesa with the main focus on techno-economic optimization. Juan Echevarría Cuenca from the city of Santander shared experiences as a follower partner of NETfficient and further recommended NETfficient technologies for implementing them in other environments. Among these applications was e.g. the Energy Management Platform serving as a control and monitoring software for different storage technologies. The final highlight of NETfficient’s presence at EUW was a project presentation of NETfficient in the EU Project Zone in the session: “H2020 Smart Grids and storage project presentations” on the last day of the trade fair. Andrea Immendörfer from Steinbeis-Europa-Zentrum gave a general overview of the project, its objectives and main results whereas Fernando Usero Fuentes from Ayesa presented the innovative solutions embedded in the Energy Management Platform developed in NETfficient.

EUW2018 was a well-attended event and offered a large range of high-quality sessions, where the final results of NETfficient have been presented to a large number of stakeholders and with considerable interest from the community. The final conference significantly raised NETfficient’s visibility among smart energy professionals. Moreover, it provided the partners with an opportunity to improve their network for future projects and forge relationships for future commercial activities.
4.3 Social Media

With 544 followers on Twitter, 285 contacts on LinkedIn and 56 fans on Facebook, NETfficient has built up a strong social media community in the course of the project. For the promotion of the NETfficient final conference, these networks have played a crucial role.

Communication activities on Social Media related to NETfficient’s presence at EUW2018 started in July with announcing NETfficient’s participation to the event and its contribution to the conference programme.

![Tweet announcing NETfficient’s participation at EUW18](image)

Figure 19: Tweet announcing NETfficient’s participation at EUW18

From then on, continuously other details about the NETfficient final event have been shared via Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn. Each presentation, NETfficient participated in, was announced on
social media and the weekly shared “NETfficient: Question of the week” was dedicated to a fact about EUW as well.

During the three day event EUW2018 in total 19 post have been shared on the NETfficient Social Media channels. Pictures of the NETfficient stand and the exhibits as well as the partners presenting at the Hub sessions have been shared. The official EUW hashtag #EUW2018 was always mentioned in the posts in order to increase the reach.

Even after EUW2018 social media activities related to EUW continued, such as in a #ThrowbackThursday tweet looking back at NETfficient’s presentation at the EU Project Zone.
The communication material provided by EUW for exhibitors have been very helpful and broadly used by NETfficient in order to promote the NETfficient final event in the framework of EUW2018. Thanks to the highly responsive social media activities by the official EUW social media accounts, NETfficient's visibility on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter could be increased.
5. Conclusion

EUW2018 was a well-attended event and offered a large range of high-quality sessions, where the final results of NETfficient have been presented to a large number of stakeholders and with considerable interest from the community. The final conference significantly raised NETfficient’s visibility among smart energy professionals. Moreover, it provided the partners with an opportunity to improve their network for future projects and forge relationships for future commercial activities.

NETfficient was present at EUW with a customized exhibition booth based on its CI. Four project partners exhibited their products and technologies at EUW. With four presentations in the Hub Sessions as well as the high-level Summit conference, NETfficient contributed to the various conference programme and shared the project’s main results with relevant experts in the smart energy field. Above that NETfficient partners participated in two panel discussions, focusing on “Innovation in Energy Storage” and “New grid structures” – both very relevant topics for the project’s technologies. Especially after the NETfficient presentations the partners were approached at the exhibition booth by energy experts interested in the project results. Some of them showed interest in engaging in future research or even business cooperation. Especially NETfficient’s presentation in the EU Project Zone led to a strong exchange on experiences and challenges with other EU-funded projects.

Partners took the opportunity to attend some side events as well – these as well as discussions on the stand provided a good sense of what topics are currently moving the energy agenda, i.e. flexibility, digitalization, decentralization, decarbonization and diversity. This showed how sell NETfficient sits within topical energy themes and also provided valuable input for the NETfficient final publication.

The NETfficient presence and participation at EUW2018 was a major success and especially allowed to widen the partners’ network. Thanks to the exhibition of NETfficient’s results in different presentations, the partners engaged in discussions on new collaborations, and gained up-to-date insights into the topics currently moving the energy world, thus ensuring the exploitation of results beyond the EU-funding period.